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Disagreements over how best to relate to nature and its resources can lead to charged rhetorical
exchanges among stokeholders, and Utah has been no exception to this type of conflict. Beginning in the
mìd-L990s, residents of the state began to qrgue over the merits of the "Legacy Highway," a large highway
that would run near the Great Salt Lake in qn attempt to alleviate the clogged commute on Inlerstale-l5,
which passes north/.south through Salt Lake City. Given the extensive rhetoric in the controversy, lhis









Disagreements over how best to relate to nature and its resources can lead to charged rhetorical
exchanges among parties who are concerned primarily either about the environment or about using nature's
resor¡rces for human benefît (Peterson & Horton 139). Utah has been no exception to this type of conflict.
Beginning in the mid-1990s, residents of the state began to argue over tåe merits of the "Legacy Highway,"
alarge highway that would run near the Great Salt Lake in an attempt to alleviate the clogged commute on
Interstate-15, which runs north-south through Salt Lake City, the state's capital. Perhaps not surprisingly,
environmental groups were upset with this proposed govemmental project, and groups like the Sierra Club,
Stop the Legacy Highway, and Utahans for Better Transportation faced off against Advocates for Safe and
Efficient Transportation and the Utah Department of Transportation. Generous amounts of rhetoric,
including public discussion and litigation, resulted from this controversy. At stake for Utah's residents
were both transportation and environmental issues.
In light ofthe extensive rhetoric in this controversy, this paper suggests invitational rhetoric as an
alternative approach to help improve the discourse involved in the ongoing disagreement over the Legacy
Highway in Utah. Sonja K. Foss and Cindy L. Griffin deftne invitational rhetoric as "an invitation to
understanding as a means to create a relationship rooted in equality, immanent value, and self-
determination" (5). One of the benefits of invitational rhetoric is that it can help parties work towards
developing ongoing relationships (Mallin & Anderson 130-31), which could be useful in the case of the
parties to the Legacy Highway conflict since both major sides have to co-exist with each other in Utah.
Hopefully, an invitational approach would allow parties to open doors to new possibilities rather than
keeping open the same doors that have led to repeated clash. The paper will advance its thesis via several
sections, including a more detailed statement of the conflict, methods employed in the study, discussion. of
the rhetorics of the two major sides in the conflict, an explanation of invitational rhetoric, and an
application of an invitational approach to the environmental conflict at hand. Each section will receive
consideration in turn.
Statement of the Conflict
The controversy began with intensity in 1996 when then-Governor Michael O. Leavitt of Utah
annor¡nced plans for what he called the Legacy Highway ("Legacy Parkway"). The Highway was
supposed "to be a four-lane, divided, limited access, state-funded highway" that would run from near Salt
Lake City north along the eastem shore of the Great Salt Lake and connect with U.S. 89 (Utahnsþr Better































south commute along Interstate-15, whioh is the only major north-south corridor that runs through Salt
Lake City and the surrouncling communities. Estirnates were that by 2020, the population and travel
delnand in thaf particular area, which consists offive counties, would increase by 60 percent and 69 percent
each (Utahns v. U.S. Depart. Trans. l16l).
V/hile transportation issues have been one aspect of this conflict, environment¿rl issues have been
anofher aspect. Specifically, the Great Salt Lake, which lies directly west of the proposed site of the
Legacy Highway, is home to "a variety of birds, reptiles, amphibians, and mammals, some of which are
endangered" (Utahns v. U.S. DeparL Trans. I I 6l ). On an annual basis, approximately two to five milli on
birds make use of the Great Salt Lake, almost exclusively on the side where the proposed Legacy Highway
would go (Utahns v. U.S. Depart. Trans. 116l). This particular area of wetlands makes up three-quarters
of all wetlands in Utah, a state in which wetlands comprise under two percent of the surface area (Utahns v.
U.S. Depart. Trans. 116l).
During the late 1990s and early 2000s, the government and the public considered the wisdom of the
proposed project ("Legacy Parkway"). For example, in 1997 the Utah Department of Transportation
(UDOT) began an environmental impact study for the project ("Legacy Parkway"). From 1997 until 2000,
public meetings in which citizens had the opportunity to speak their minds on the issue took place, and in
2000 UDOT completed the environmental impact study ("Legacy Parkway"). ln 2000 and 2001,
respectively, the Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) and the U.S. Army Core of Engineers (COE)
approved the project ("Legacy Parkway"). Because the proposed Legacy Highway would intersect with the
U.S. interstate system and called for filling in wetland areas, both the FHWA and the COE had to issue
approval for the project (Utahns v. U.S. Depart. Trans. 116l).
The matter took a major legal turn in January 2001 when Utahns for Better Transportation, Mayor
Rocky Anderson of Salt Lake City, and the Sierra Club sued to challenge the issued FHWA and COE
permits (' Legacy Parkway"). Although limited construction took place throughout 2001 , in September
2001 the plaintiffs filed for a federal court injunction, but the next month the trial judge denied the
plaintiffs' request ("Legacy Parkway"). In November 2001, the plaintifß appealed the denial of the
injunction to the Tenlh Circuit U.S. Court of Appeals in Denver, and that court granted a femporary
injunction on constrtrction ("Legacy Parkway"). In March 2002, the appellate court heard oral arguments
on the controversy ("Legacy Parkway").
Six months later, the federal appellate court in Denver ordered the federal agencies to review some of
their findings. Although it accepted most of the agencies' findings, the court had problems with
implications for two federal laws: (l) the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA), which requires that
federal agencies prepare environmental impact studies before taking large-scale federal action and (2) the
Clean Water Act (CWA), which prohibits filling wetlands without a permit from the COE (42 U.S.C. $$
4321-4370(d); 33 U.S.C. $ 1344(a),(d)). In terms of the final environmental impact statement, the court
took issue with the elimination of an altemative possibility- to the Highway, failure to consider alternative
sequencing of the overall plan to remedy transportation, lack of consideration of integration of the Highway
with other forms of transportation, and failure to address impacts on wildlife (Utahns v. U.S. Depart. Trans.
ll92). In terms of the COE permit, the court expressed concern with insufflrcient consideration of several
items, including alternatives to the Highway, a narrow median on the Highway, a right of way matter, and
impacts to wildlife (Utahns v. U.S. Depart. Trans. ll92).
Upon remand of the case to the lower court, the injunction remained in effect pending consideration of
the areas with which the appellate court had taken issue (Utahns v. U.S. Depart. Trans. ll92). In
December 2004, a draft version of a supplemental environmental study came out, and governmental
authorities requested public comments before submitting a final version of the environmental study for
court review ('Details about the Legacy Parkway Dispute" 806).
Methods Employed in the Study
As suggested above, this study considers some of the rhetoric that has surrounded the Legacy Highway.
To do so, the study will address the rhetoric of several of the major players in the lawsuit that went to the
10"' Circuit U.S. Court of Appeals. In the written decision for that case, the names of several different
goups that have opposed and supported the project appear as parties to the case or as amici curiae. Amici
curiae are non-parties to a legal case but have interests in the case at hand and so file brieß with the court
("Amicus Curiae" 83). The parties and amici include groups such as the Sierra Club, Utahans for Bctter
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Transportation, Advocates for Safe and Efficient Transportation, and the Utah Depaltntent of'
Transportation.
Indeed, an examination of the available web pages of the groups in interest, as postcd in làll 2004, will
reveal how those major players in the legal conflicf have seen the Legacy Highway rnatter. Onc rna.ior'
advantage of studying web pages ovçr other sources of rhetorio like televisiot't news repolts is that web
pages offer uninterrupfed instances of groups' rhetoric. Much like a national political convention, a
group's web page is about as pure an instance of a group's message as possible because no outsicle party
like a news editor cuts up the message and juxtaposes the message next to an opposing gronp's ¡lessage.
Thus, a web page gives a group one of its best chances to make its case in a relatively extensive, direct
manner. As such, by studying web pages a critic readily can gef to fhe heart of a group's messagc.
Another possibility that will not receive attention here is the public response to the controversy. For
example, the Deseret Morning News, a major newspaper in Salt Lake City, oontains a search engine that
would no doubt locate many letters to the editor. Because mernbers of the public can impact public policy
through public outcry, a much larger project rnight want to consider the rhetoric of the public. However,
the public was not aparty or an amicus to the legal suit. Rather, the parfies named above ancl others were.
Since this particular project is limited in scope, consideration of the rhetoric will remain limited to the
rhetoric of the groups that were either parties to the lawsuit or amici curiae in that suit. The rationale is that
parties before a court with the power to evaluate public policy action for oornpliance with federal law can
have a more direct impact on the outcome of the lawsuit and thus public policy.
The Rhetorics of the Parties to the Conflict
As noted above, various groups have argued over the rnerits or lack thereof of the Legacy Highway.
Based on a study of the web pages of the respective organizations, this section will look at the rhetorics of
several groups on the two major sides of the Legacy Highway conflict. These groups, among others,
include Advocates for Safe and Efficient Transportation, the Ufah Department of Transportation, the Sierra
Club, Stop the Legacy Highway, and Utahns for Better Transportation. The discussion begins with
proponents' rhetoric and proceeds to opponents' rhetoric.
In terms of proponents of the Highway, although the Federal Highway Administration and the Army
Core of Engineers had allowed the Legacy Highway to proceed, the web pages of these two groups did not
specifically advocate the building of the Highway. Rather, each web page merely posted bureaucratic
paperwork that federal agencies tend to produce during the normal course of operations. For example, one
document on the FHWA web page explained that a public meeting had taken place on October 28, 1998
("FHWA Utah Division Project Activities"). Also, a document on the COE web page explained that a
public comment meeting regarding the Highway had taken place on April 17, 2003 (?ublic Comment").
Because the web pages did not place emphasis on advocating for the Highway, these two web pages will
not receive further consideration in this paper.
FHV/A and COE aside, proponents of the Highway have offered rhetoric that makes at least three major
arguments in favor of the Highway. The first argument is that the Legacy Highway will be a great benefit
to residents of Utah. The American Road & Transportation Builders group, through the construction
industry and organized labor legal alliance known as the Advocates for Safe and Efficient Transportation,
has argued for "needed road improvement projects" in the greater Salt Lake area ("Construction Industry
Litigation"). This approach would "promote public health and safety, reduce traffic congestion and
improve air quality" ('"Construction Industry Litigation").
Along these lines, UDOT has maintained that the Highway "is a critical part of a long-term 'shared
solution' to serious transportation issues in northern Utah" ("Frequently Asked Questions"). Unlike mass
transit alone, a combination of the Highway, mass transit, widening of I-15, and other approaches would be
greatly effective ("Frequently Asked Questions"). In short, the project is necessary "to alleviate congestion
in one of Utah's most heavily traveled freeway corridors" ("Legacy Parkway Project: History").
The second major argument that proponents of the Legacy Highway make is that the project conforms
to relevant legal standards. At one point, UDOT noted that the projeot o'received all necessary legal
approvals and permissions before construction work started" ("Legacy Parkway Project"). For exarnple,
the FHWA issued a final environmental impact statement in June 2000, and the COE issued a permit for
filling wetlands in January 2001 ("Legacy Parkway Projecf'). Despite what UDOT might describe as a few








































project, UDOT points out fhat the federal appellate court found favor with "41 of 46 issues" re lated to thc
appeal ("Legacy Parkway Project: History"). These items were "'limile<I de fìciencies"' through which thc
fbderal agencies had to work ("Legacy Parkway Project: History"). I-Iowever, UDOT's web page suggcsts
that when the federal agencies work out these problems, the highway will be fully complitrnt with fecler¿rl
law.
The third arglrment that proponents of the Legacy Highway make is that the project is really
environmentally friendly, despite what opponents of the project maintain. For exarnple, UDOT's web
page focuses on the Legacy Nature Preserve. UDOT notes that it "has set aside 2,09tì acres of land within
the Great Salt Lake ecosystem as environmental mitigation fbr the l4-mile Legacy Parkway Project fiorn
northern Salt Lake City to Farmington" ("Legacy Nahlre Preserve"). UDOT argues, "[T]his unprecedentecl
mitigation effort is focused on enhancing, restoring and preserving this diverse wildlife habitat" ("Legacy
Nature Preserve"). To justify such a statement, UDOT maintains that the "Great Salt Lake ecosystem is tr
biological treasure" and "[f]or centuries . . . has been home to a wide variety of plant and animal life,
including millions of birds from hundreds of different species" ("Legacy Nature Preserve"). UDOT
acknowledges that "[d]uring the past century, man's impact on the Great Salt Lake ecosystem has been
significant," specifically with regard to the industrialization and dumping on the eastern shore of the Great
Salt Lake ("Legacy Nature Preserve").
In light of the importance of the ecosystem and threats to it, UDOT has undertaken the establishment of
the Legacy Nature Preserve ("Legacy Nature Preserve"). To do so, UDOT has removed "905 tires," *3,614
large clump truck loads of trash and debris," "five abandoned car frames," and "10,000 feet of existing
fence" ("Legacy Nature Preserye"). Naturally, UDOT removed this debris in a proper and legal manner,
and UDOT even "crushed and recycled" portions of the removed "concrete and dredge material" ("Legacy
Nattlre Preserve"). In sum, UDOT sees the Legacy Nature Preserve as "[p]erhaps the most enduring legacy
of the Legacy Parkway Project" ("Legacy Parkway Project"). The Legacy Nafl¡re Preserve, then, goes to
show that the Highway will take shape in light of environmental concerns.
Just as proponents of the Legacy Highway have made their arguments on-line, so have opponents of the
Flighway. Opponents of the Legacy Highway whose web pages received consideration for this study have
made at least two major arguments against the Highway. To begin with, opponents have argued that the
Legacy Highway will harm Utah's environment. On its web page, the Sierra Club notes, "The proposed
125-mile-long freeway project would cut across Great Salt lake weflands and adjacent farmland" ("Court
Rules"). In turn, the project would "degrade crucial habitat and promote sprawl" ("Courrt Rules").
In a similar manner, the Stop the Legacy Highway group's web page argues that the Highway woulcl
cut "a terrible swath through world renowned wetland and fertile farmlands, contributing to automobile-
dependency and sprawl" ("Appeals Court Swats"). The group behind this web page describes the Great
Salt Lake Vy'etlands as o'one of the most important inland shorebird breeding grounds in the world," noting
that one-third "of the l0 million ducks of the Central and Pacific flyways and 500 bald eagles utilize these
wetlands each year" ("Appeals Court Swats"). In terms of farmland, the group behind the Stop Legacy
Highway web page argues that the Highway and its ensuing sprawl "will cause the last remaining
fànnlands along the Wasatch Front to disappear," which in turn will impact milk production in the region
("Appeals Court Swats"). Finally, the group notes that the Highway will make Utah's air "increasingly
unhealthy to breathe" ("Appeals Court Swats").
In addition to the Sierra Club and the Stop the Legacy Highway group, the group Utahns for Better
Transportation (UBT) also has argued that the Highway would do great harm to the environment. In an on-
line letter to potential supporters, UBT suggests that damage will occur to "internationally significant
wetlands and wildlife" because a number of "critical flaws" appeared in the environmental impact
statement that the government completed before approving the project ("Support Transit First"). The
environmental impact statement was simply inaccurate. In another on-line document, UBT argues that "the
wetlands adjacent to Great Salt Lake are among the most important in the entire Western Hemisphere"
("Legacy Parkway Litigation"). On that note, IJBT's web page explains the following: "This wetland
ecosystem forms part of the Western Hemisphere Shorebird Reserve Network, 'a distinction afforded to
only five areas in the lower 48 states,' and has been characterized by the United States Fish and'Wildlife
Service as 'an irreplaceable and unmitigable resource due to its size, and ecological features"' ("Legacy
Parkway Litigation"). In light of this rhetoric, UBT argues that the relevant government agencies that
assessed the environmental impact of the Highway did not do an adequate job of identiffing potential
harms to the environment ("Legacy Parkway Litigation").
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This harm to the environment stands in sharp contrast to the beauty that opponents of the Flighway sec
along the Wasatch Front. For instance, UBT reflects on "the legaoy we inherited" ("Wlrat Legacy . . . ?").
The group quotes several early visitors to the Salt Lake Valley who tourecl the area soon after the arlival of'
the Monnon pioneers in 1847. One such visitor frorn Pittsburgh wrote that the Valley would "'remain on
my mind as the rnost beautiful spectacle I ever behold"' ("Vy'hat Legacy . . . ?'). Another visitor of that cra,
a journalist frorn the East Coast, described Salt Lake City as "'a large garden laicl out in regular squares"'
("lùy'hat Legacy . . . ?"). Co-opting the rhetoric of for¡ner Govemor Michael Leavitt ancl others, UBT r:alls
this natural beauty "the legacy we inherited" ("What Legacy. . . ?").
In addition to arguing that the Legacy Highway would lead to great environmental harnr, opponents of
the project have argued that better altematives to the Legacy Highway exist. For exarnple, the Sierra Club
suggests that "light rail and other forward-thinking transit solutions" would be much preferable to fhe
Legacy Highway ("Court Rules"). The group Stop the Legacy Highway proposes that an alternative to the
Highway would include "integrating vastly increased mass transit with bicycle and pedestrian oriented
development" ("Appeals Court Swats"). This group posits thaf alternatives would help to avoid the
increased sprawl that the Highway allegedly would bring about ("Appeals Court Swats").
In the same way, UBT argues that alternatives to the Legacy Highway would allow for better
transportation. For example, light rail would allow a student to retum from her farnily horne in Farmington
to her studies at Brigham Young University, an architect to cornmute frorn her home in Ogden to Salt Lake
City, and a Bountiful family to attend the semi-annual Latter-Day Saint General Conference in Salt Lake
City ('What Legacy . . . ?"). All of these examples from UBT are essentially devoid of fraditional
automobile transportation and focus on the merits of light rail. With these examples, UBT attempts to
make alternative modes of transportation more appealing to residents of Utah who presently may be
inclined to prefer automobile transportation in all or most cases.
UBT contrasts its vision of the light rail alternative with the UDOT vision of the Legacy Highway. ln
this hypothetical future, "fc]ongestion on I-15 and the Legacy Parkway is as bad or worse than it was in
1999 before the widening of I-15," mass transif is not in place in the Norfh Conidor until202l, and UDOT
has failed to integrate mass transit with the pre-existing highway systern ("What Legacy. . . ?").
Additionally, "[f]ull buildout through the North Corridor" will have occurred, destroying "the last vestiges
of farmland and rural life in Davis and Weber Count¡/," and "Salt Lake City [will] suffer[ ] from oppressive
congestion" ("Vy'hat Legacy . . . ?"). Although UBT admits that growth along the Wasatch Front is
inevitable, the group refuses to admit that the growth must be as harmful as developing the Legacy
Highway allegedly would be ("What Legacy. . . ?"). Like its fellow opponents to the Legacy Highway,
this group sees other alternatives to building the Highway.
As the above examples of the rhetoric suggest, the two major sides in this conflict see the situation in
sharply distinct ways. Proponents of the Legacy Highway argue that the Highway will be a great benefit to
residents of Utah, that the project conforms to relevant legal standards, and that the project is really
environmentally friendly. Meanwhile, opponents of the Legacy Highway argue the Highway will harm
Utah's environment and that better altematives to the Legacy Highway exist. In this type of situation,
another genre of rhetoric besides traditional Aristotelian rhetoric may be helpful.
' Invitational Rhetoric as a Potential Approach to the Conflict
As a means of helping participants work through their distinct perspectives and towards potential
resolution, or at least management, of the Legacy Highway conflict, this project will suggest invitational
rhetoric. As noted above, invitational rhetoric can work in situations in which traditional rþetoric has failed
or in which parties remain bogged down with their positions, especially since invitational rhetoric can help
parties work towards developing rich ongoing relationships (Mallin & Anderson 130-31). However, before
a discussion of invitational rhetoric becomes appropriate, il is necessary to have a better understanding of
traditional Aristotelian rhetoric and somc of its limitations. Such an understanding will help justify why
invitational rhetoric may be of value to participants in the Legacy Highway conflict.
Traditionally, rhetoric has involved attempting to persuade an audience to accept an advocate's
position. In his treatis e On Rhetoric, Aristotle defines the term rhetoric as "an ability, in each [particular]
case, to see the available means of persuasion" (36). Hence, a skilled advocate endeavors to find multiple
modes of persuasion rather than just one (Golden, Berquist, & Coleman 28). Much more recentþ but still








































persuasion (6). As the reference to Aristotle suggests, the str.rdy of traditional rhetoric <Iates ba<;k to anoient
Athens, where the 5tl'Century B.C. Greeks began to sttrdy andleach rhetoric, ancl ever since Grcck citizens
of the ancient world called upon rhetoric in the process of bringing and def'encling legal suits, dcbating
matters of pr.rblic policy, and speaking on special occasions, rhetoric has been important (Golclen, Berc¡uist,
&Coleman6&8).
Such haditional rhetoric involves justifying why a particular position is appropriate ancl, iiequently,
why another position is incorrect. Today, for instance, rhetoric manifests itself in political debates and
legal trials and appeals (Golden, Berquist, & Coleman vii), as well as in advertising (Larson 5 & tl).
Naturally, some rhetorics are more fully supported with evidence than other rhetorics. In many rhetorical
situations (Bitzer 6-8), advocates seek to change audiences to serve the advocates'own ends. One can
think of politicians who want to gain or retain office, lawyers who want fo win large contingency fees, ancl
advertisers who seek to sell a seemingly endless stream of consurner products. Not only do such examples
of traditional rhetoric often involve justifying why a particular position is "right" (Makau & Marty Sa), tut
frequently by necessity such examples involve explaining why another posifion is "wrong."
Scholars, including many feminists who have acted on a developing feminist consciousness in this area
of study (Carlson 17-18), have problematized such an understanding of traclitional rhetoric. For instance,
they maintain that when advocates seek to change the minds of audience members, advocates implicitly, if
not explicitly, can seek to dominate audience membefs (Foss & Griffin 3). In such circumstances, the
concem is not for the members of the audience but for achieving the rhetor's goal of influence.
Along the same lines, scholars have observed that traditional rhetoric frequently is steeped in
confrontation (Palczewski, "special Issue" 164). Indeed, traditional rhetoric can be "an adversarial activity
governed by war metaphors and infused with a win-lose ideology" (Mallin & Anderson 121). Terms like
attack, defend, and counterattack play key roles in the discussion and practice of traditional rhetoric
(Palczewski, "Special Issue" 164). Thus, at least one scholar has described rhetoric as the practice of
engaging in "verbal conflict" (Zarefsky 2SS-S9). To the alarm of some scholars, the rhetoric-as-war
understanding of such discourse has proven prominent (Palczewski, "Argument in an Off Key" l),
especially since the "winner" of such war-like rhetoric often feels accomplished at the expense of the
'oloser" (Makau & Marty 84). On a relatedly brutal note, one scholar has even drawn an analogy between
heated rhetoric and rape (Brockriede 2-3).
Scholars have problematizedtaditional rhetoric further by noting that traditional rhetoric is not as
welcoming of personal testimony or experience as traditional rhetoric is of other forms of evidence like
"facts, examples, expert testimony[,] and statistics" (Pickering l). Within the domain of traditional
rhetoric, "facts, examples, expert testimony[,] and statistics" are frequenlly considered "objective" and thus
assume a higher stalus than personal testimony (Pickering l, 19). Although not all scholars agree about the
value of personal testimony in rhetoric (MacKinnon 535; Elshtain 612), or even how carefully to consider
personal experience (Pickering l), some scholars maintain that personal experience can be "the
consciousness that emerges from personal participation in events" or even one's own "'experience as
[one's] truth"'(Foss & Foss, "Personal Experience" 39). Consideration ofpersonal e^p"ri"nce is important
because it can lead to deeper understanding of discursive participants and cãn open up the door to múttipt"
truths (Foss & Foss, "Personal Experience" 4l). In turn, diversity often flourishes (Fbss & Foss "Personal
Experience" 4l). While individuals can call upon personal experience in private discourse, some scholars
have noted that personal experience can play a role in public discourse, too (Pickering 3). Nonetheless,
traditional rhetoric has not offered the rhetor's personal experience a prominent place at the rhetorical table.
In various ways, invitational rhetoric is very different from traditional rhetoric. Foss and Griffin define
invitational rhetoric as "an invitation to understanding as a means to create a relationship rooted in
equality, immanent value, and selÊdetermination" (5). Invitational rhetoric offers the audience of the
rhetoric a chance "to enter the rhetor's world and to see it as the rhetor does" (Foss & Griffin 5). When
communicating, the rhetor refrains from judging the perspectives of audience members, and the audience
attempts to refrain from judging the perspectives of the rhetor (Foss & Griffrn 5). Rather than seeking to
gain assent from an audience, the invitational rhetor seeks to help the audience understand the rhetor's
perspective (Foss & Griffin 5). The audience members become empowered because they have a chance to
express themselves. The process, which is akin to bilateral dialogue (Bile 62), is about offering
perspectives and not about telling others to take a given action or understand that their ideas are flawed
(Foss & Griffin 7-10; Mallin & Anderson 130). Because this is a process of rhetoric as inquiry (Faass 220),
any change in perspective that takes place occurs when members of the audience choose to mãke such
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change but do so without the influence of a rhetor who presses fbr tlrat change (Foss & Foss, Inviling
Tr ansJ'ormøtio n 13 - I 4).
Although invitational rhetoric will not sucçeed in all cases in whioh advocates employ it, wlren
invitational rhetoric is to succeed, it tends to consist of at least three external conditions: saf'ety, value, ancl
fi'eedom (Foss & Griffin l0). Foss and Griffin define these conditions in the i'ollowing matrner: sa/'cqt as
"the creation ofa feeling ofsecurity and [absence of] danger for the audience"; value as"tbe
acknowledgment that audience members have intrinsic or immanent worth"; and.freedon as "tlre power to
choose or decide" (Foss & Griffin l0-13). To this work, Sonja and Karen Foss have added openness as a
fourth condition that helps to foster invitational rhetoric; Foss and Foss define openness as the prtlcess ol'
"seek[ing] out and considerfing] as many perspectives as possible" (Inviting Translbrmation 39).
To help foster the conditions of safety, value, freedom, and openness that can lead to invitational
rhetoric, Foss and Foss suggest the process ofre-sourcement, which is finding a new source of"energy and
inspiration" (Inviting Transformation 44). Re-sourcement involves disengaging oneself fiorn an interaction
frame ofconquest or conversion ofone's audience and then engaging that audience froln a non-conqttest
and non-conversion interaction frame (Foss & Foss, Inviting Transþrmation 44-48)'
Of note, invitational rhetoric offers several benef,rts to its parficipants. This genre of rhetoric is
particularly well-suited for fostering "cooperative, nonadversarial, and ethical communication" because
invitational rhetoric accepts multiple perspectives as valid (Foss & Griffin l5-16). Also, invitational
rhetoric is especially helpful when one is engaged in discourse with another person with whorn one has an
ongoing relationship (Mallin & Anderson 130-31), although invitational rheforic is not necessarily limited
to this sih¡ation. In contrast, when one goes to court and hopes never to see one's opponent after the trial,
then traditional rhetoric may be more appropriate (Mallin & Anderson 130). This, then, is an overview of
invitational rhetoric, which is quite different frorn traditional Aristotelian rhetoric.
Application of Invitational Rhetoric to the Legacy Highway Controversy
As noted above, this study of web pages of several of the major parties to the conflict points to various
main arguments and in turn interests of some of the groups who are stakeholders in the ongoing
controversy. Proponents of the Legacy Highway claim that the Highway will be beneficial to Utah
residents, is legal in nature, and actually will help the environment. Opponents of the Highway maintain
that the project will harm the environment and that other more viable options are available. In terms of the
web pages of some of the major parties and amici from the legal case that received consideration in this
study, these are the major parameters of the conflict.
To this point, traditional rhetoric has gone only so far. While both sides have presented their cases
through traditional rhetoric, neither side has been completely successful. For example, proponents of the
Highway have had to address legal concerns, and opponents ofthe project merely have delayed the project.
In this sense, traditional rhetoric has had its impact but has not fostered a mutually satisfying resolution or
management of the conflict. Also, while the federal agencies have held public hearings during which
groups had the chance to communicate their ideas, public hearings often are problematic for participants
b"cunr" the participants, even if they feel comfortable giving short speeches in front of crowds, which
many people do not enjoy doing, frequently complain that government agencies do not listen to groups'
concems (Daniels & Walker 8-9). Indeed, two-way communication can be missing in such a
communication context (Daniels & Walker 9). Nothing at this time suggests that traditional rhetoric will
help to provide that sort of mutually satisffing resolution or management of this conflict.
Given this situation, invitational rhetoric is one potentially viable alternative to the traditional rhetoric
of the legal proceedings and the web pages. An invitational approach might play out in this manner.
Several individuals from the groups on each side of the conflict could spend time together in a removed
third-party location in which the individuals would have an opportunity to explain their perspectives to
each other. This third-party location would offer a degree of safety because neither side would be on its
"home turf." Since people often relax when food is available, food may help establish the communication
climate, too. At some point in time, concerned members of the community who may not belong to one of
the parties or amici to the lawsuit may want to meet with the parties or amici, although the logistics could
be more complex. Nonetheless, although explanations no doubt took place during public commentary on
the proposed project, more than mere explanations can be beneficial, as the individuals from the groups





















way cornmunication that some observers believe is missing fiom public hearings (Danicls & Walker 9).
Such understanding is not easy, bul it can be possible with appropriate efl'ort ancl is worth th¿rt ef'fbrt
because understanding reinforces the value of' disoursive participants.
Foss and Griffin offer a helpful exarnple of invitational rhetoric that suggests this typc ol'r'lretoric mary
be productive in the conflict over the Legacy llighway. Encountering each other at an airpolt in New
York, a woman, who favored abortion, and a man, who opposed abortion, began to screaln at each other
until they almost needed separation (Foss & Griflin l4). One hour later, as the woman boardecl a bus, shc
discovered that the only available seat was next to the man with whorn she had just had the verbal
altercation (Foss & Griffin 14). Instead of resuming the sarne type of discourse, the woman began to ask
the man about his life, and thc man responded in kincl (Foss & Griffin l4). While neither changed her or
his perspective, over the course ofthe dialogue each developed a deeper unclerstanding o1'and appreciatìon
for the other (Foss & Griffin l5). In a case where traditional rhetoric had proven destructive, invitation¿rl
rhetoric had succeeded in fostering the external conditions ofsafety, valLre, freedom (Foss & Griffin l5),
and openness. Each speakerpromoted safety by respecting a differing perspective on a highly charged
issue; each speaker promoted value by legitimizing, although not adopfing, a different point of view; each
speaker promoted freedom by allowing the other to continue to feel as she or he chose fo feel with regard to
this subject (Foss & Griffin I 5); and each speaker promoted openness by looking at a different perspective.
In Foss and Griffin's real-life example, two individuals engaged in invitational rhetoric over an issue
that goes to the heart of some people's personal philosophies on life as much as ahnost any other issue. If
parties can commnnicate about abortion in a respectful and beneficial manner, communication about
transportation and environmental issues should be possible, too. Thus, in theory the potential for
explanation and understanding exists within this ongoing conflicf. in Utah.
In being appropriate for the conflict over the Legacy Highway, invitational rhetoric offers several
benefits. No doubt the participants in the Legacy Highway controversy want their perspectives heard
because putting a message on a web page is not necessarily the same as being heard. Vy'hen parties have an
opportunity to understand the relevant perspectives in a controversy as opposed to focusing on being
"right," the parfies can begin to work towards possible resolutions or a possible means of management that
will consider all parties' needs. While ultimately the parties retain their freedom to decide what to believe
and do, ideally they still are able to open themselves up to new possibilities. For instance, another location
for the Highway may be possible, as might some of the alternatives to fhe Highway. A different
combination of altematives that would not include the Highway could be a possibility, too. The point is
that fresh ideas can begin to develop when individuals see each other in a new, and oflen more positive,
light.
Another benefit of adopting invitational rhetoric in the case of the Legacy Highway relates to the
ongoing relationship that necessarily has developed among the various groups that are parties to the
controversy. For better or worse, parties with environmental and transportation concerns probably will
need to deal with each other in the ftrture because, given the belief abor.rt the importance of large families
that the majority of the state's population holds, Utah's population most likely will continue to grow in the
future. More people will lead to more transportation needs and thus more potential concern from
environmentalists. Accordingly, invitational rhetoric is one possibility for fostering a positive ongoing
relationship in which all parties seek to undefstand, and hopefully work with, each other. Instead of being
about a quick victory or a quick loss, the situation becomes one of long-term vision.
Despite the various benefits that can flow from implementing invitational rhetoric in the Legacy
Highway conflict, a few notes of caution are in order, too. First, because invitational rhetoric relies upon
the willingness of the parties involved, when the parties are unwilling to engage in invitational rhetoric,
invitational rhetoric cannot be helpful. For instance, some environrnental groups may be so
environmentally-focused that they might refuse to talk with goups that are more industry- or
infrastructure-oriented. Unfortunately, one parfy can ruin the chances of successful invitational rhetoric. If
parties are unablç to make attempts to understand each other, then invitational rhetoric cannot help them.
Second, invi¿ational rhetoric brings with it the risk that the parties may hurt each other or their
relationship in some way. This would be the case if environmental groups and proponents of the Highway
were to speak freely with each other and then, due to old feelings of animosity, take advantage of that
operìness. Hence, risk is an inherent part of invitational rhetoric.
Nonetheless, these risks are not as great as they may be in other circumstances. For example, in a case
of invitational rhetoric in an interpersonal context, the parties might be more likely to uncover sensitive or
intimate feelings and beließ, the opening up of which could lead to harm. This could be the situation in a
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casc of two frien<ls who are experiencing tension in thcir relationship. Ilowever, the case ol'thc Lcgacy
Highway conflict is more of a public rather than private controversy. Iflthe parties in tlris public
oontroversy are willing to explain themselves to each other and try to understancl each other i¡l goocl lÌrith,
then invitational rhetoric can help the parties to push the limits of imagination and open doors to new
possibilities. By having the opportunity to see views about environmenfal and transportation issues tlrroLrgh
the eyes of individuals who hold those beliefs, the parties on both major sides of the conflict woulcl have
the chance to understand each other more complefely. While overarching perspectives uray not change,
lneans of achieving goals might. This process can get the parties away frorn focusing on theil positions ancl
instead towards considering interests that may need attention (Fisher, Uly, & Patton 40-43). Accorclingly,
while invitational rhetoric does have some limitations, it has several desirable qualities that coulcl be
beneficial to the parties in the conflict at hand.
Conclusion
S/ithoùt doubt, the Legacy Highway matter in Utah has been controversial. To this point, muoh of the
rhetoric has been about cornpeting priorities, and the r.rsual legal processes have received attention. In some
ways, legal decisions can resolve conflicts. In a modernist sense with which the U.S. legal system is very
familiar, a problem comes to a conclusion with the end of litigation, which often is the end of the final
appeal. While one sort of end, a legal end, has come about, no one really may be satisfied. The "winning"
party will have had an expensive and perhaps not entirely pleasing experience, and the "losing" party will
not have had its way.
Although perhaps needed in some situations, litigation is not necessarily the best option for groups that
will have to relate to each other in the future. Particularly for, buf not exclusively for, individuals who are
tired of and frustrated with trying more conventional means of discourse like traditional rhetoric,
invitational rhetoric can open new doors to understanding and perhaps even major change. Vy'hen parties
seek to build ongoing working relationships through understanding, they can avoid much of the inevitable
animosity that cornes from legal resolutions to conflicts. The conflict over the Legacy Highway in Utah
can be one such situation if the parties are willing to venture into the new terrain of invitational rhetoric and
open wide the doors to less familiar, but nonetheless exciting, possibilities.
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